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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE

Loading and unloading apparatus for an array of slider
assemblies including permanently-torqued rods for load
ing the assemblies in pairs and an inclined plane aso
ciated with each slider assembly for unloading the as
sembly against the force exerted by the rod.
Background

In the magnetic recording of data on a moving
medium it is necessary to position the read-write head
as close as possible to the recording surface of the
medium without actual contact therebetween, and then
to maintain the head-to-surface spacing constant as the

medium moves past the head or vice versa. In current
direct access data storage devices this requirement be
comes severe as a result of the high recording densities
and high data rates inherent in such devices. The usual

and mounted on the T-block in cantilever fashion to
extend toward the disk stack 13. Read-write heads are
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approach to supporting a read-write head in close prox
imity to a recording surface is, by means of a slider

bearing, i.e., to mount the head in a slider and then float
the slider on a thin layer of air carried by the moving
surface. In order to obtain the required spacing and to
achieve the necessary stability with a slider-mounted head,
or slider assembly, it is necessary to apply a preload to
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the slider to insure that it will follow the Surface with

out deviation. This preload is commonly applied to the
slider by pneumatic or mechanical means, such as by a
piston, flexure spring, etc. In this regard it is well known
to support the slider assembly on the distal end of a
cantilever leaf spring access arm which is provided with
a permanent set toward the recording surface. This ar
rangement is difficult and complicated to assemble in
the usual situation where a number of slider assemblies
are provided to cooperate with several closely-spaced re
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cording surfaces, since each arm must be assembled in
its loaded condition. In addition it is very difficult, if not
impossible, to obtain a uniform loading force on every
slider assembly with this arrangement.
The invention

The present invention avoids the shortcomings of the

prior art devices by provision of an improved apparatus
for loading and unloading a slider assembly into and out
of recording relationship with a recording surface. This
apparatus allows the access arm to be assembled in an
unloaded condition and permits close control of the
loading forces. This is accomplished by means of an
external loading device positioned adjacent each pair
of slider assemblies, means for permanently loading all the
devices simultaneously after the entire array of head
arm assemblies is mounted in a movable Support mecha

nism and inclined plane means for unloading each slider
individually against the force from the loading device
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ing more particular description of the preferred embodi

positioned in sliders 17, 18 which are mounted on the
distal ends of the access arms to form head-arm assem
blies. The head-arm assemblies are arranged in pairs with
the sliders thereof facing oppositely, i.e., slider 17 is
positioned above arm 15 and faces upwardly, while slider
18 is positioned below arm 16 and faces downwardly.
This arrangement is reversed in vertically adjacent pairs
of head-arm assemblies, so that every other pair of head
arm assemblies is as shown, while the alternate pairs of
head-arm assemblies have the sliders on the left posi
tioned above the arms and facing up and the sliders on
the right positioned below the arms and facing down.
A vertically extending post 19 having a series of spaced
projections 20 is mounted on the base plate near the
disk stack and immediately adjacent the path of travel
of the arms 15. A similar post 21, including projections
22, is mounted on the opposite side of the receiver as
sembly immediately adjacent the path of travel of the
arms 16. An elongated torque rod 23 is associated with
each pair of head-arm assemblies. Each torque rod is
supported in the T-block to protrude between the arms
of its associated pair and in approximately the plane
thereof. Each torque rod is provided with a pair of oppo
sitely-directed fingers 24 and 25 at its distal end. The
opposite end of each rod extends through a bore in the
T-block and is pinned, or otherwise secured, to a crank
26, 27. Cranks 26 are pivotally secured to a common,
vertically extending link 28, while cranks 27 are likewise
secured to a common link 29.
Referring to FIG. 3, each of the access arms includes
an elongated, rigid, sheet-metal section 30 provided with
a slider-supporting gimbal 31 (FIG. 1) adjacent one end.
A flexible leaf spring section 32 is fixed to the end of

Section 30 removed from the gimbal 31. A laterally ex
tending platform section 33 is formed along an edge of
Section 30 adjacent the gimbal and includes an inclined
plane Section 34 at the extremity of the platform remote
from the gimbal. A contact surface 35 is provided ad
jacent the distal end of the arm on the surface opposite
from the gimbal 31.
In assembling the apparatus of FIG. 1 the torque rods
are mounted in the T-block. A series of vertically aligned
bores are provided in the T-block from front to back.
The end of each torque rod remote from the fingers is
inserted in a bore from front to back until the extremity
protrudes from the back of the T-block. A crank is then
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secured to the end of the torque rod in any suitable
manner to prevent relative motion therebetween. Alter
nate cranks are then pivotally connected to links 28 and
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(not shown) and aligned with the disk pack. Each head
arm assembly is positioned adjacent a torque rod with

whenever the head-arm assembly is withdrawn from the
recording surfaces.

The foregoing and other objects, features and advan
tages of the invention will be apparent from the follow

ment of the invention as illustrated in the accompanying
drawings, wherein:
FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a portion of an access
mechanism embodying the loading and unloading ap
paratus of the present invention;
FIG. 2 is a rear elevation view of the mechanism of
FIG. 1 illustrating the manner in which the loading de
vices of FIG. 1 are locked in position; and
FIG. 3 is a plan view of one of the access arms of
FIG. 1.
Referring to FIG. 1 of the drawing a receiver assem
bly 11 is supported above a base plate 12 for movement
radially of a stack of recording disks 13. The receiver
assembly includes a T-block 14 which is adapted to be
connected to a linear drive motor (not shown). A series
of protruding access arms 15, 16 are arranged in pairs

29. The T-block is then connected to a linear drive motor

its platform 33 bearing against an edge of one of the
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projections on the adjacent post and with the contact

surface 35 in vertical alignment with one of the fingers
of the torque rod. The individual head-arm assemblies
are then clamped to the T-block such that each arm ex
tends in a generally horizontal plane. A portion of the
leaf spring section 32 of each arm is unsupported to
allow the rigid section 30 to pivot in a vertical plane
above the unsupported leaf spring as an axis. The head
arm assemblies are arranged in pairs and mounted in a
common plane with one arm on either side of the torque
rod. The slider-mounting gimbal arrangements on the
arms of each pair are reversed, with the slider on one
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arm facing downward while that of the remaining arm
faces upward.
Operation

When the apparatus of FIG. 1 is assembled the slider
assemblies are loaded by means of the links 28, 29. Each

link is raised vertically and the upper extremities 36, 37

of the links are secured to a bracket 38 which is mounted 20

on the upper surface of the T-block. Raising the links
moves the cranks 26, 27 from the dotted-line position of
FIG. 2 to the full line position, thus rotating each of
the torque rods a uniformly determined amount. Rotation of the torque rods moves the laterally extending fin
gers 24, 25 of each rod against the contact surfaces

unloaded condition due to the planar construction of the
arms. This is a relatively simple operation, since each
arm can be put in place without interference with, or from,
any of the adjacent arms. When the arms are clamped in
place they are loaded by means of the links 28 and 29.
Loading is intended to be permanent, in that as long as
the receiver assembly functions properly, the load is never
removed. When the receiver assembly is withdrawn from
the disk stack to permit removal of the disks, the slider
assemblies are moved out of recording relationship with
the disk surface by means of the inclined plane sections
operating against the edges of the projections. However
this movement is against the loading force applied through
the torque rods and fingers. The individual torque rods
can be calibrated so that a uniform force is applied to
each of the arms.
While the present invention has been particularly shown
and described with reference to a preferred embodiment
thereof, it will be understood by those skilled in the art
that various changes in the form and details may be made
therein without departing from the spirit and scope of
the invention.
We claim:
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35 of the associated arms. Continued rotation of the

torque rods causes the fingers to flex and transmits a
uniform loading force through the fingers to the con
tact surfaces of the arms. This force is applied to each
of the arms 16 to load the attached slider assembly into
close proximity with the associated disk surface.
The platform 33 on each of the arms 15 bears against
an edge of a projection 20 on the post 19 to prevent verti
cal movement of the arm under application of the loading
force. Similarly platforms 33 on arms 16 bear against an
edge of a corresponding projection 22 on post 21, prevent
ing vertical movement of the arms 16. At this point the
slider assemblies are clear of the disk stack and are out
of recording relationship with the disk surfaces. To initiate
read-write operation when the disk stack is in position
on the base plate, the receiver assembly, as shown in FIG.
1, is moved toward the disk stack by means of a drive
motor (not shown). Platforms 33 on the arms ride along
the edges of the projections 20 and 22 on the posts 19
and 21, respectively, until the slider assemblies are re
ceived within the spaces between adjacent disk surfaces.
As the slider assemblies are extended into the spaces be
tween the disks, the platform 33 of each arm moves past
the posts 19, 21 until the inclined plane section 34 of
each arm bears against the respective edge of the projec
tion on the post. As the inclined plane sections traverse
the projections the loading force applied through the fin
gers on the torque rod causes the arms of each pair to
move vertically in opposite directions. The loading force
causes the arms to flex about the unsupported segments
of the leaf springs and brings the slider assemblies into
recording relationship with the surfaces. Continued move
ment of the receiver assembly causes the inclined plane
sections to move free of the projections as the sliders float
about the disk surfaces. During the read-write operations
there is no further contact between the arms and the pro
jections on the posts 19 and 21 as the transducers are
positioned at various locations on the disks.
When the transducers are withdrawn from proximity
with the recording surfaces the receiver assembly is moved
away from the disk stack. Before the slider assemblies
clear the edges of the disks, the inclined plane sections
contact the edges of the projections on the posts. Con
tinued movement of the receiver assembly causes the in
clined plane sections to ride up on the edges of the pro
jections, lifting the slider assemblies out of recording rela
tionship with the disk surfaces. Platforms 33 then bear
against the projections as the slider assemblies are with

4.

arm assemblies are assembled on the T-block in their
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1. In a direct access data storage device which includes
a stack of rotatable magnetic recording disks and an array
of slider assemblies for read-write operations, apparatus
for loading and unloading the slider assemblies into and
out of recording relationship with the disks, including:
a movable support member carrying a series of gen
erally planar, cantilevered access arms arranged in
pairs, each arm having a slider assembly mounted at
its distal end;
loading means mounted in the support member and
bearing against the access arms;
means connected to the support member for permanent

ly setting the loading means to apply a continuous
loading force to the arms for loading the slider as
semblies into recording relationship with the disks;
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and

means carried by each arm for lifting the distal ends of
the arms away from the disks against the force ex
erted by the loading means whenever the slider as
semblies are withdrawn from the disk stack, said last
named means including a laterally extending surface
on each arm and a pair of posts having a series of
projections mounted adjacent the disc stack, the sur
faces being adapted to bear against the projections
when the slider assemblies are withdrawn.
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2. Apparatus as defined in claim 1 wherein:
each access arm includes a planar leaf spring section
clamped to the support member and a rigid section
secured to the leaf spring section.
3. Apparatus as defined in claim 2 wherein:
the means for permanently setting the loading means
includes a series of cranks connected to the loading
means and means for rotating the cranks and locking
them to the support member to maintain them in
the rotated position.
4. Apparatus as defined in claim 3 wherein:
each laterally extending surface includes an inclined
plane section for guiding the surfaces onto the projec
tions as the slider assemblies are withdrawn.
5. Apparatus as defined in claim 3 wherein:
at least one link is connected to the cranks and is se

cured to the support member to hold the cranks in
position.
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